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What is the major driver ? Sustainability or functionality:
Assessment of paper cups with plastic coating during dairy filling
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Introduction
Demands of different stakeholders (legislators, retailers and consumers) of food packaging
are various and high. Additionally to product protection and attractive design, requests for
environmentally friendly packaging has grown in recent years. One way to manage this is
(1) replacing amount of materials from fossil raw materials or (2) using renewable resources.
Paper cups with a thin plastic coating ensure overall food suitability and consist mainly of
fibrous material from renewable wood. They could be a viable and sustainable alternative
to conventional plastic cups.
Aim
Target was the comparison of the different cups in functional and sustainable properties to
evaluate if paper cups are a suitable alternative packaging material in dairy.
Methods
Two different types of paper cups were tested, differing in paper and plastic coating (LDPE
and PLA). Reference material was a standard plastic cup of polystyrene. All three cup types
were analyzed with overall resulting identical testing scores. Results were compared
whether described paper cups represented a suitable alternative to plastic cups.
Results
Both paper cups still maintain some challenges in processing within the existing filling line,
as well as some defects or leaks. Nevertheless, already comparable results in compressive
and tear-open behavior are detectable. Significantly better values are achievable when
protecting against light. Furthermore, we determined the sustainability in different impact
categories. The results showed that paper cups have a significantly lower global warming
potential, but perform inferior in other various functional categories compared to
conventional plastic cups.
Conclusion
We summarize that currently both types of paper cups are not yet a fully suitable industrial
alternative packaging material. Nevertheless, we are highly optimistic in solving these
challenges in the very near future.

